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Abstract. Airborne networks are among some of the most challenging communication environments for protocol design and validation. Three dimensional and highly
dynamic in nature, airborne network links are generally difficult to simulate accurately and often expensive to recreate in field experiments. The physical characteristics of the data links in these kinds of networks are not only influenced by the usual
environmental factors and interferences, but also by the frequent changes in the relative angles and positions between antennas, shadowing effects of the airframe, nonuniform ground effects and other factors. In this work we summarize our research
for the development of mLab, a hybrid emulation environment for airborne networks that combines theoretical path loss models with statistical data-driven models
to create a low-cost, high fidelity, specialized emulation environment for the development, evaluation, and validation of protocols and algorithms for airborne wireless
networks.

1 Introduction
The majority of the mobile ad hoc network (MANET) research is based on computer
simulations, emulation network environments and field tests. While some important
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theoretical work does exist in the literature, they generally constitute less than 25%
of the body of work in field, as noted by Kurkowski et al. [12] in their review of
five years of published research. Thus, wireless modeling and simulation play an
important role in MANET, and airborne networks research.
In most wireless simulation environments, theoretical data link models such as
Free Space or Two Ray Ground [15] are used to recreate the effects of the physical environment [6, 9]. The relative position of nodes, as well as their mobility
patterns and physical interface settings, were normally treated as inputs to mathematical models used to calculate the quality of individual links. In most simulation
tools and frameworks [1, 4, 7, 8, 2, 13] mathematical link models are then used to
calculate the rates of drop or corrupt data-rates necessary to reflect specific scenarios
and operational settings. However, the quality of the simulation is directly affected
by the accuracy of such models [17], as well as the simulation and experimental
approaches [11, 14, 12].
Not surprisingly, the alternative approach for validation and development is to
rely on field experiments, which is usually costly, time consuming and very difficult
to replicate. In the case of airborne networks the issue is even more complicated.
Three dimensional and highly dynamic in nature, airborne network links are generally difficult to simulate accurately, and often expensive to recreate in field experiments. The physical characteristics of the data links in these kinds of networks
are not only influenced by the usual environmental factors and interferences, but
also by the frequent changes in the relative angles and positions between antennas,
shadowing effects of the airframe, non-uniform ground effects and other factors.
From a protocol design perspective, an accurate emulation of these kinds of linkeffects is important to enable the experimental validation of laboratory results, and
to better understand the behavior of the protocol. However, popular non-commercial
wireless network simulators [1, 3, 4, 10] rely solely on common theoretical radio
propagation models that are often constrained to specific environments and communication parameters, lacking of models to emulate the environmental and external
effects that influence the characteristics of wireless links.
In this context, empirical data-driven radio propagation models have been previously proposed [5, 16, 19] to create more reliable emulation environments for
different target scenarios and varying wireless technologies. Hence, we have developed mLab, a hybrid emulation environment for airborne networks that combines
theoretical path loss models with statistical data-driven models to create a low-cost,
high fidelity, specialized emulation environment for the development, evaluation
and validation of protocols and algorithms for airborne wireless networks.
In the following sections, we present the design and architecture of mLab, and
also discuss the integration of mLab and EMANE (the Extendable Mobile Ad-hoc
Network Emulator) to provide additional link enforcement mechanisms as well as
to facilitate the reuse and sharing of mLab’s statistical link models. Finally, we give
a detailed description of our approach for generating data-driven corrective models using the datasets from the Protocol Emulation for Next Generation Wireless
UAS Networks (PENGWUN) project, an internal effort of the Air Force Research
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Laboratory (AFRL). We conclude this chapter, by presenting the experimental results of the tests and evaluation of our proposed statistical data-driven models.

2 The mLab Hybrid Emulation Testbed
The mLab hybrid emulation testbed is one of the components of the PENGWUN
project. The architecture of the mLab (Fig. 1) testbed has four components: the
hardware infrastructure, the modeling component, the coordination component, and
the enforcement component. In particular, the last three components are responsible, respectively, for the modeling of wireless links and node behaviors, the estimation of the communications topology and the characteristics of each communication
link, and the enforcement of policies (at the lowest possible levels) for wireless link
emulation.

Fig. 1 Conceptual mLab architecture with enforcement
components.

The emulation environment is recreated on top of a hardware infrastructure that
must provide the necessary resources for the emulation, model enforcement and
system coordination. There are several approaches for creating the hardware testbed
and most often, deployments tend to include fixed infrastructures with sets of nodes
dedicated to the emulation itself, and a few nodes dedicated to system configuration
and control. Our initial design for mLab relied on a fixed set of nodes connected
through two independent networks (one for data and one for control), with one platform node (the controller node) acting as the modeling and coordination element. In
this configuration the user interfaces, and all other emulation nodes may be directly
or remotely connected to the controller. The only requirement is that network latency at the physical level must be significantly smaller than the required emulated
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latencies, and the capacity at the physical level must be significantly larger than the
capacity of the emulated system.
Testbed nodes have two interfaces, one connected to a data-only high bandwidth
switched network and the other one connected to a control network, which is used
for the control and monitoring of link behavior and network policies. The current
version of mLab replaces the physical infrastructure by a virtualized environment
where the controller can be dynamically connected with emulation nodes running
as virtualized machines in a cloud environment. This new design for the physical
infrastructure is functionally similar to the original concept.
The modeling component is responsible for modeling the physical links. As a
modular component, it can be replaced to represent any arbitrary physical link using theoretical propagation models, data-driven statistical models, or a combination
of them. The coordination component holds a model of the network topology represented as a graph structure. Each vertex in the graph maps to a specific host in the
testbed. The coordination component continuously monitors the position and other
attributes of the nodes to re-calculate and parameterize the models and enforcement
components when network conditions change.
As an example, when the enforcement is performed by virtual drivers at each
emulation node, the characteristics that define a communications link are only two,
(1) a probability distribution for packet loss and (2) a probability distribution for
packet delay. For each link in the graph, the coordination component maintains four
distributions, two (delay and packet loss) for each direction. As nodes move, and
traffic pattern changes, the distributions are then adjusted based on the physical link
models. The parameters of each distribution are then used to configure the actual
data links between nodes.
mLab uses a centralized approach designed to support the concurrent execution
of multiple experiments. A controller node encapsulates the modeling and coordination components, maintaining the global view of the network topology for each active experiment, and calculating the physical link characteristics. Whenever a node
shuts-down the vertex is removed from the graph. Upon startup, each node registers
with the controller and a vertex is then created in the graph with the unique identifier
of the node.
The enforcement component is a distributed software component that exists both
at the controller node and at each host in the testbed. It provides coordination of
policies related to current link conditions and communication constraints, and provides the enforcement capabilities (at the lowest possible levels) of packet loss and
delays for the emulation. In our current implementation, the enforcement infrastructure is provided through customized virtual network drivers, directly interfacing
with the controller node, or through EMANE, which provides pluggable Medium
Access Control (MAC) and physical (PHY) layers for emulation of heterogeneous
mobile ad-hoc networks.
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3 mLab—EMANE Integration
EMANE is an infrastructure used for emulation of simple as well as complex heterogeneous mobile ad-hoc networks [13]. It supports pluggable MAC and PHY layers
that allow for the emulation of commercial and tactical networks with multiple tiers
and varying wireless technologies. It also supports multiple platforms (Windows,
Linux and Mac OS X) and provides mechanisms to set up small as well as largescale emulations using centralized, distributed or virtualized deployments. EMANE
provides a modular architecture with well-defined APIs to allow independent development of emulation functionality for different radio models (network emulation
modules), boundary interfaces between emulation and applications (transports), and
distribution of emulation environmental data (events).
In EMANE, each node is represented by an instance of an emulation stack, which
is comprised of three components: transport, Network Emulation Module (NEM),
and Over-the-Air (OTA) Manager. This set of components encapsulate the functionality necessary to transmit, receive, and operate data routed through the emulation
space. In particular, the transport component is responsible for handling data to and
from the emulation space and interfaces with the underlying operating system using different platform-dependent mechanisms such as TUN/TAP (Linux, Mac OS
X) and WinTap (Windows). On the other hand, a NEM provides emulation functionality for the MAC and PHY layers, including CSMA, TDMA, queue management, and adaptive transport protocols for the MAC layer, and waveform timing,
half-duplex operations, interference modeling, probability of reception, out-of-band
packets, and more for the PHY layer. Finally, the OTA Manager provides the necessary messaging infrastructure to deliver emulation radio model data to all nodes
participating in the emulation. Control messages from the OTA Manager are distributed to each NEM through a multicast channel. Fig. 2 shows a diagram of the
EMANE emulation stack.
The NEM and its corresponding MAC and PHY components are responsible for
the enforcement of link characteristics. Hence, packets in the emulation space contain a special EMANE identification header and it is up to each layer to decide
whether a packet is dropped or delayed before passing it to the upper layers. Each
NEM requires a base configuration that specifies the network emulation model and
the parameter values to configure the capabilities provided by the MAC and PHY
components of the model. This configuration dictates the behavior of the emulation
stack, which can be modified through the dissemination of emulation environmental data, such as location information or path loss, to emulate the dynamics of the
network (e.g. node movement). This data can be distributed to NEMs in real time
from the EMANE Event Service using a multicast channel, similarly to how the
OTA Manager distributes control messages.
The type of environmental data that can be used to change communication constraints and how this data affects the behavior of the emulation depends on the configured network emulation model of the NEMs. For example, the Universal PHY
Layer, a common PHY implementation for the various MAC layers that can be used
with EMANE, may accept Location events specifying the latitude, longitude and
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Fig. 2 EMANE emulation
stack.

altitude of the NEM. When the Universal PHY Layer receives a Location event, the
PHY implementation automatically computes the path loss using the most recent
location information for all NEMs and the selected propagation model (Free Space
or Two Ray Ground).
Alternatively, the Universal PHY Layer also supports path loss as a type of emulation environmental data that can be utilized to change link emulation conditions
between NEMs. In this case, path loss computation is performed by a third-party
outside of EMANE (e.g. mLab). When the Universal PHY Layer receives a Pathloss
event containing a variable list of path loss and reverse path loss values between the
receiving NEM and one or more NEMs in the emulation, the PHY implementation
changes the characterization of the links to other NEMs based on the specified path
loss values.
The integration between mLab and EMANE takes advantage of EMANE’s
network emulation models and event functionality to specify communication constraints and enforce link characteristics between mLab emulation nodes. In particular, EMANE’s Universal PHY Layer’s modes of operation (location or path loss)
are used by mLab to perform link characterization using either EMANE’s theoretical propagation models, mLab’s theoretical propagation models, or the statistical
data-driven models derived from the PENGWUN datasets that we have developed
as part of this effort.
In mLab, emulation modes may be configured with multiple network interfaces
over one or more different media (channels). In the case of EMANE, a medium
corresponds to a network emulation model, such as IEEE80211abg, which emulates
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IEEE 802.11 MAC layer’s Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) channel access
scheme and IEEE 802.11 Direct Spread Spectrum Sequence (DSS) and Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) signals in space, or RFPipe, a model that
provides low fidelity emulation of a variety of waveforms.
In order to integrate EMANE’s capabilities into mLab, we had to provide mLab
with the ability to automatically generate and deploy EMANE’s XML configuration
files, as well as the ability to generate EMANE Pathloss and Location events. Additionally, we also extended EMANE with a simple feedback mechanism that allows
mLab to receive notification for changes in path loss, and implemented a TxPower
event that allows mLab to dynamically control the transmitter power settings of a
NEM.

<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’utf-8’?>
<scenario name="MyScenarioDefinition"
description="A small example scenario.">
<!-- Defines a medium that uses EMANE’s IEEE 802.11abg model -->
<medium id="ename80211abg">
<enforcer classname="us.ihmc.mlab.emane.EmaneEnforcer">
<model classname="us.ihmc.mlab.emane.Emane80211EnforcerModel">
<param name="mac.rtsthresh" value="100"/>
<param name="phy.txpower" value="15"/>
<param name="phy.frequency" value="2417000"/>
<param name="phy.pathlossmode" value="freespace"/>
</model>
</enforcer>
</medium>
<!-- Defines nodes -->
<node id="1" label="UAV">
<interface medium_id="emane80211abg"
address="192.168.0.1"
netmask="255.255.255.0" />
<position lat="29.187617746963323"
lon="-82.13927366751467"
alt="400.0"
roll="0.0"
pitch="0.0"
yaw="0.0"/>
</node>
<node id ="2" label="GN">
<interface medium_id="emane80211abg"
address="192.168.0.2"
netmask="255.255.255.0"/>
<position lat="29.18655204125978"
lon="-82.13563653875342"
alt="80.0"
roll="0.0"
pitch="0.0"
yaw="0.0"/>
</node>
</scenario>

Fig. 3 Example of mLab XML Scenario File
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3.1 Generation and Deployment of EMANE’s XML
Configuration Files
When the mLab controller loads a scenario file (Fig. 3), the EMANE enforcer component in the controller generates the necessary EMANE configuration files for the
physical nodes that will take part in the emulation. Then, these XML configuration
files are deployed to create and configure a NEM with the given network emulation model (e.g. IEEE80211abg MAC and Universal PHY Layer) to emulate the
desired medium. An XML scenario may contain one or more medium definitions,
each of them with specific model configuration parameters. Each medium is given
an ID, which is then used to associate the node’s network interface with a particular
network emulation model.
A subset of the most relevant configuration parameters of each EMANE’s network emulation model can be specified through the definition of the medium in the
mLab scenario file. Parameter names that start with the prefix “phy.” map directly
to the configuration parameters of EMANE’s Universal PHY Layer, which is used
by both the IEEE80211 and RFPipe models as their PHY component. Parameter
names that start with the prefix “mac.” map directly to the selected EMANE MAC
model. A list of the configuration parameters that can be specified through the XML
scenario file is shown in Table 1.

3.2 Link Characterization
mLab performs link characterization by generating the appropriate EMANE
Pathloss or Location events for each of the configured network emulation models
(Fig. 4). For example, each time there is change in node position, mLab recalculates path loss values using mLab’s theoretical or data-driven propagation model
implementations and generates an EMANE Pathloss event to change the link conditions in the emulation environment. Instead, if we are leveraging completely on
EMANE’s capabilities, mLab generates Location events after changes in position
to have EMANE dynamically compute path loss values using its own theoretical
propagation models (this is the default behavior of the system).

3.3 Path Loss Feedback
As a consequence of doing link characterization using EMANE’s own propagation
models, mLab can no longer determine if any two given nodes can reach each other
directly, and therefore it is unable to provide the required information to MView
(mLab’s visualizer) so that the link can be displayed depending on the connectivity between NEMs (Fig. 5). To solve this problem, we extended EMANE with a
feedback mechanism that allows it to notify changes in link characteristics (i.e. path
loss) back to mLab via UDP messages.
One of the challenges we encountered when doing the necessary changes to support this feature in EMANE was that, by design, path loss computation only occurs
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Table 1 Subset of the most relevant configuration parameters that can be specified in a mLab
scenario file
Name
phy.bandwidth

Description
Default 80211abg RFPipe
Center frequency bandwidth 20000


in KHz.
phy.antennagain
Antenna gain in dBi.
0


phy.systemnoisefigure
System noise figure in dB.
4.0


phy.pathlossmode
path loss mode of operation freespace


(path loss, freespace, 2ray).
phy.txpower
Transmit power in dBm.
15


phy.frequency
Transmit center frequency in 2417000


KHz.
mac.enablepromiscuousmode Determines if all packets reoff


ceived over the air will be
sent up the stack to the transport layer.
mac.rtsthresh
Minimum packet size in bytes
0

required to trigger RTS/CTS
for unicast transmissions.
mac.datarate
Datarate/burstrate (Kbps) of 1000

the waveform being emulated.
mac.delay
Delay (usec) that is to be in0

cluded in the transmission delay.
mac.jitter
Jitter (usec) to be included to
0

the transmission delay.

Fig. 4 mLab - EMANE Integration
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Fig. 5 Lines represent links and indicate connectivity between nodes (NEMs)

upon reception of data packets, which means that EMANE cannot provide any path
loss information when there are no transmissions. To solve this problem, we had
to modify EMANE so that path loss is also computed when Location events are
received and handled by the Universal PHY Layer. In this case, EMANE sends a
message to mLab containing the new values for path loss, which then estimates the
connectivity between two nodes and passes the information to MView so that links
can be properly visualized.

3.4 Transmission Power Control
An additional modification to EMANE was implemented to allow mLab to dynamically manipulate the transmitter power, which renders useful when doing transmitter
power-based topology control, for example. In EMANE, parameter values are specified in the XML configuration files and cannot be changed dynamically, however,
using EMANE’s event mechanism we defined the TxPower event and extended the
Universal PHY Layer to handle it. The event contains the NEM ID and the desired
transmitter power level (dBm) for the corresponding network interface, specified by
the user in the Node Properties dialog of MView (Fig. 6). Upon reception of the TxPower event, the Universal PHY Layer automatically adjusts the TX power setting
to the desired value. It is worth noting that the same approach could be utilized to
change other configuration parameters if the necessary events are made available.
The main advantage of this approach is that it is clean and fits naturally into
EMANE’s architecture; however, one of the disadvantages is that user-specified settings (e.g. transmitter power) can be overridden by the model’s MAC layer through
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Fig. 6 The Node Properties dialog in MView

the MAC-PHY Control Messaging API, which provides the MAC component with
the ability to override default PHY configuration parameters. If this is the case, then
the TX power level specified by mLab using the TxPower event will have no effect.
One possible solution would be to extend the MAC layer to also handle the TxPower event, however, it will require modifying every possible model that provides
its own MAC implementation. Therefore, we assume that when transmitter power
control is required, the MAC of the selected model has not been configured to override PHY’s configuration parameters, in particular the transmitter power.

4 Statistical Link Modeling
As part of mLab, we have developed and validated a statistical data driven model
extracted from PENGWUN datasets to predict the link characteristics and network
dynamics of an airborne network. In most cases, theoretical path loss models only
consider distance between nodes for estimating the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) of the wireless link. However, in airborne communications signal is
also attenuated when the ground and aircraft antennas lose line of sight when the
aircraft is banking. Hence, we have used the PENGWUN datasets to create models for estimating the RSSI of wireless links in airborne networks based on distinct
parameters.
The PENGWUN datasets consist of measurements of different platform, network
and communication parameters such as GPS positions of ground nodes and aircrafts,
heading, elevation and bank angle of the aircraft, RSSI and packet loss. These measurements are taken during actual field tests and saved to log files that are later
imported into a database for further processing. This post-processing includes the
automatic consolidation and synchronization of logged data from source and target
nodes that is used in the generation of the statistical data driven models.
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In the PENGWUN datasets, the variables that mostly affect the RSSI are the
distance, because the signal gets attenuated with the distance, and the roll or banking
of the airplane, because the ground antenna and the airplane antenna temporarily
lose line of sight when the airplane is banking. Our models only consider these two
dimensions when estimating the RSSI. Fig. 7 shows the scatter plots of the distance
vs. RSSI and Figure 8 shows the relationship between banking angle vs. RSSI for
one of the flights. The distance seems to be a better predictor for the RSSI than the
angle, according to these graphs, but notice that at certain points (approx. 200m and
400m) the RSSI varies considerably. If at these points we look at the angle (see Fig.
9), this high variability can be explained. The variability for these distances occurs
when the banking angle changes from 0◦ to 40◦ .

500

1000

1500

Distance (m)
Fig. 7 Scatter plots of Distance vs. RSSI

Using the experimental data, two types of models are proposed for estimating
the RSSI. The first type of model being proposed is an empirical model constructed
using non-parametric estimation. The main advantage of this approach is that we
can introduce as many dimensions as necessary without knowing the real distribution of the data. One of the disadvantages, however, is that the convergence to true
values takes longer and it is proportional to the number of dimensions used for the
estimation.
The second type of model being proposed is a parametric model based on a theoretical propagation model. The propagation model that was used is known as the
log-normal shadowing model [15]. For this model two parameters need to be estimated from the data: the path loss exponent and the variance. The main advantage
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Fig. 8 Scatter plots of Distance vs. RSSI

of this model is that convergence is much faster. One disadvantage with this type
of model is that we can only use the dimensions used by the model for the estimation, which in this case is only the distance. A second disadvantage with this type of
model is that we are assuming that the distribution of the experimental data is equal
to the distribution proposed by the model.

4.1 Empirical Model
For the empirical model, two predictor variables are used to predict the RSSI: the
distance and the banking angle of the airplane, also known as the roll. The Cartesian
plane formed by these two dimensions is divided in a grid with squares of 10m
increments in the distance dimension and 1 degree increments in the banking angle
dimension. The distance dimension ranges approximately from 160m to 1700m. The
banking angle dimension ranges approximately from -60 degrees to 40 degrees.
For each square of the grid, the RSSI is modeled using the empirical distribution
function, which is commonly used as a non-parametric method for estimating the
cumulative distribution function (cdf) of an unknown distribution. Let r1 , r2 , . . . rn
be RSSI data points sampled from the common unknown distribution function. The
cdf of the empirical distribution is defined by:
F(r) =

1 n
∑ I(ri ≤ r),
n i=1

(1)
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Fig. 9 Scatter plot of Distance and Angle vs. RSSI

where r is the RSSI for which the cumulative probability is being computed and
I(ri ≤ r) is the indicator function, defined by:

1 if ri ≤ r
(2)
I(ri ≤ r) =
0 otherwise.
Having modeled the RSSI for each square in this way, we can now generate pseudorandom numbers drawn from this distribution by generating a p ∼ U(0, 1), and then
computing F −1 (p). So, to estimate the RSSI for a given distance and banking angle,
we find the corresponding square, and then use the empirical cdf for that square to
randomly generate the RSSI value.

4.2 Theoretical Model
The theoretical model used is known as the log-normal shadowing model [15],
which is the same probabilistic model used by NS-2. This model assumes that the
average received signal power decreases logarithmically with distance, and that the
path loss is randomly distributed log-normally (normal in dB) about that mean. The
equation describing the path loss at a given distance is:
d
+ Xσ ,
PL(d) = PL(d0 ) + 10 · β · log
d0

(3)
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where PL(d0 ) is the average path loss at the close-in reference distance which is
based on measurements close to the transmitter or on a free space assumption from
the transmitter at distance d0 , β is the path loss exponent which indicates the rate
at which the path loss increases with distance, and Xσ is a zero-mean Gaussian
distributed random variable (in dB) with standard deviation σ (also in dB).
Using the free space assumption, the average path loss at the close-in reference
distance can be estimated using the following equation:
 λ 
,
PL(d) = −20 · log
4π d

(4)

where λ is the wave length of the carrier signal.
To be able to use the log-normal shadowing model, we need to estimate two
parameters from the experimental data: the path loss exponent, and the standard
deviation of the random variable. These two parameters can be estimated by doing
a linear regression of the path loss using as predictor the logarithm of the distance.
The path loss in the experimental data for any given point can be computed using
the following formula:
PL = Pt − Pr ,

(5)

where Pt is the transmitted power and Pr is the received power, both in dBm. The
slope of the regression line can be used as an estimate of the path loss exponent by
dividing the slope by 10, and the variance obtained from the regression can be used
as an estimate of the variance of the random variable. For example, using the data
from the same flight shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the path loss is 0.127 and the deviation
is 0.25. Fig. 10 illustrates the relationship between RSSI and distance, for the values
generated using a log normal shadowing model with the same parameters.

4.3 Model Validation
Validating the models means making sure that data generated by the models resembles the distribution of the experimental data. Using a goodness-of-fit test would
only be appropriate for validating the theoretical model, because the empirical
model is non-parametric.
It would be ideal to use a validation method that would allow us to compare
which model fits better. With this purpose in mind, we used the following validation
process. Let {(d1 , r1 , p1 ), (d2 , r2 , p2 ) . . . (dn , rn , pn )} be the testing data, composed
of distance (di ), roll angle (ri ) and RSSI (pi ) tuples. For each of the models to validate, we will generate points {(d1 , r1 , p̂1 ), (d2 , r2 , p̂2 ) . . . (dn , rn , p̂n )}, where p̂i is the
estimated RSSI from the model being validated.
Dividing the testing and estimated data in the same fashion as it is divided in the
empirical model (a grid divided by distance and angle), we can compute the average
for each of the squares in the grid and then compute the relative error between the
average of the testing data and the average for the estimated data for the same square
in the grid.
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Fig. 10 Scatter plot of Distance vs. RSSI for RSSI points generated using the log-normal
shadowing model

The errors for each of the squares in the grid can later be combined using a simple
average, providing a single estimate of the error for the estimated model acquired
for a given test set. If the models are then tested using multiple test sets, we can get
a better estimate of the error, by averaging the error obtained for each of the test
sets.
Ideally, the best way to test the models would be to use data from a different
flight, but given that different flights may take place under different conditions, the
estimates of the error for each of the models might be misleading. On the other hand,
using for evaluation the same data that was used for estimating the models would not
be appropriate as it would lead to over-fitting. A better way to empirically validate
the models is to divide the experimental data in a training set and a testing set, using
k-fold cross-validation [18] to estimate the accuracy of the model.
We used test flights from the PENGWUN datasets to validate and compare the
accuracy of both empirical and theoretical models when predicting the RSSI of signal transmitted by an airborne node and measured from a node in the ground. We
selected flights for which we have information about the characteristics of the transmitter, in particular the frequency and transmitter power.
Using the specified transmitter power and transmitting frequency, and using the
measured RSSI at each data point, we computed the path loss exponent (PL) needed
for the shadowing propagation model. With the calculated PL value in hand, we
were now able to compute the theoretical estimated value of RSSI between the nodes
of the dataset.
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We estimated the accuracy of the theoretical model using k-fold cross-validation
with 90% of the data used for training the model and the remaining 10% for validation. Likewise, we used the same data to compute and feed the empirical model
with the distance and antenna angles between sender and receiver, and proceeded to
perform k-fold cross validation using the same data partitions.
Table 2 shows the results of the validation of both the theoretical and empirical
models. The results show that in all cases, the empirical model was able to successfully predict the RSSI of each link with an error rate that is a fraction of the error
rate of the theoretical model. These results show that despite its disadvantages, the
empirical model provides better estimates of the RSSI for airborne wireless links
than the theoretical log-normal shadowing propagation model.
Table 2 Relative error rates between estimated and observed RSSI averages.
Flight No. Source Node Target Node Empirical Model Theoretical Model
Error
Error
1
UAV
GN1
9%
57%
1
UAV
GN2
18%
47%
2
UAV
GN1
7%
53%
2
UAV
GN2
17%
48%
3
UAV
GN1
11%
56%
3
UAV
GN2
16%
57%

5 Conclusion
In this chapter we propose a hybrid emulation approach for airborne network environments, and describe the designed and implementation of the mLab-Pengwun emulation framework. mLab-Pengwun integrates an experimental flight test database
with EMANE [13] to provide a high-fidelity link emulation capability for known
flight patterns.
The proposed hybrid approach for airborne emulation environments allows for
the design, test and evaluation of airborne protocols in laboratory, under comparable
conditions expected for field tests. The separation of external link effects from the
protocol design allows for an evaluation of the protocol properties under different
realistic link conditions, without the need for repeated flight tests. Furthermore, it
allows for field-validation tests of the proposed protocols, with the proper isolation
of environmental and external effects that are generally not considered in theoretical
link models.
The use of both theoretical propagation models and statistical data-driven models
derived from experimental flight data makes mLab a well-fit emulation environment
for airborne wireless networks, where multiple degrees of freedom and the complexity of the nodes make it very difficult to create reliable theoretical models that would
suffice for the emulation. While there are multiple approaches in the literature for
data-driven modeling, in this work we have chosen a simple parametric, and a nonparametric data model for links, with good results.
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The proposed bi-dimensional statistical data-driven propagation model has shown
to provide better estimates for RSSI values of airborne links than the theoretical
propagation models that were considered for comparison in this work. The selection
of parameters used for data-driven models (both parametric and non-parametric)
used in this work were based on the flight experiments available in PENGWUN.
While, based on our limited results, they cannot be claimed to be the best models in
general, they have given us the best accuracy in our experimental tests.
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